Shortening of airway smooth muscle is modulated by prolonging the time without simulated deep inspirations in ovine tracheal strips.
The shortening of airway smooth muscle (ASM) is greatly affected by time. This is because stimuli affecting ASM shortening, such as bronchoactive molecules or the strain inflicted by breathing maneuvers, not only alter quick biochemical processes regulating contraction but also slower processes that allow ASM to adapt to an ever-changing length. Little attention has been given to the effect of time on ASM shortening. The present study investigates the effect of changing the time interval between simulated deep inspirations (DIs) on ASM shortening and its responsiveness to simulated DIs. Excised tracheal strips from sheep were mounted in organ baths and either activated with methacholine or relaxed with isoproterenol. They were then subjected to simulated DIs by imposing swings in distending stress, emulating a transmural pressure from 5 to 30 cmH2O. The simulated DIs were intercalated by 2, 5, 10, or 30 min. In between simulated DIs, the distending stress was either fixed or oscillating to simulate tidal breathing. The results show that although shortening was increased by prolonging the interval between simulated DIs, the bronchodilator effect of simulated DIs (i.e., the elongation of the strip post- vs. pre-DI) was not affected, and the rate of re-shortening post-simulated DIs was decreased. As the frequency with which DIs are taken increases upon bronchoconstriction, our results may be relevant to typical alterations observed in asthma, such as an increased rate of re-narrowing post-DI.NEW & NOTEWORTHY The frequency with which patients with asthma take deep inspirations (DIs) increases during bronchoconstriction. This in vitro study investigated the effect of changing the time interval between simulated DIs on airway smooth muscle shortening. The results demonstrated that decreasing the interval between simulated DIs not only decreases shortening, which may be protective against excessive airway narrowing, but also increases the rate of re-shortening post-simulated DIs, which may contribute to the increased rate of re-narrowing post-DI observed in asthma.